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Wood County vote 
given to 10 students 
Student 
vote 
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Fred Chambers, chairman, cantor right, and other members of »ha Wood 
County Board of Elections question Michel Florio, far left, about hit 
qualifications to vote in this county. Members of the Bowling Green League of 
Women Voters look on. 
By Harold Brown 
Aist. Managing Editor 
In an unexpected move, the Wood 
County Board of Elections yesterday 
allowed 10 students and a former 
student to become registered voters in 
Bowling Green 
Seven of the 10 students reside on 
campus in the first ward while the 
others reside in apartments in the 
second and fourth wards. 
This is the first time students living 
on campus have been allowed to 
register as voters with the Wood 
County Board of Elections. Previously, 
students living on campus at Kent 
State. Ohio and Miami Universities had 
been allowed to register with the 
boards of elections in their counties 
Each student appeared before the 
four-member board and was asked 
various questions pertaining to 
residency, intent to remain in Howling 
Green, and class status 
After   the   questioning.   Ihe 
voted individuallv on each case, 
board 
Herman reviews charter plan 
By Terence Cochran 
Staff Reporter 
"Sometimes at night I sit and think 
about the sheer number of people 
involved in Ihis thing, and I wonder 
where we're possibly going to find 
them all." 
Dr. George I'erman, vice provost for.-, 
instruction and instructional services 
and chairman of the charier 
commission, was referring to the 
newly-proposed University charter and 
University Assembly governing body 
Dr. I'erman said in addition to the 
charter's specified number of student, 
faculty and administrative 
representatives in the assembly, a 
large number of representatives will 
also be needed for the 11 councils the 
charter has created and the standing 
committees which the assembly seems 
likely to initiate 
The charter provides for the 
initiation of a University Assembly, 
which in itself would call for 17 
undergraduate and 23 faculty 
representatives. 
"HOWEVER, the three basic levels 
of interaction under Ihe new charier 
would be in Ihe areas of Ihe University 
Policy Councils, the Faculty Affairs 
Council and the Student Affairs 
Council." each of which also require 
broad represemation. Dr I'erman 
said 
I'e said most policy-making would 
originate in the Student Affairs Council 
and the Faculty Affairs Council, both 
operating  for Iheir constituents    as 
Faculty   Senate   now   does   (or   Ihe 
faculty." 
Dr I'erman said Ihe Faculty Affairs' 
Council is a new concept, and would 
probably be approved by a group such 
as Ihe American Association of 
University Professors since il will 
handle such mailers as promotional 
patterns and laculty tenure 
I'e also said representatives to the 
two major policy-making branches 
would probably be appointed or elected 
through the current steering 
Committees of Ihe Student Body 
Organization (SBOl and Faculty 
Senate. 
ACADEMIC COUNCIL will continue 
with its current activities in the 
academic area of the University, 
according to Dr I'erman. 
"Our intent in drawing up the charier 
would be thai Academic Council would 
be backed actually by four subcouncils 
listed in Ihe Charter Commission's 
Report," Dr. I'erman said. 
"These include The Graduate 
Council. University Research Council. 
Continuing Education Council and 
Instructional Services Council." 
The    charier   also    has    proposed' 
creating    three    other    councils: 
Operations.   Planning   and   Budgeting 
Council, and a Public Service Council. 
IT FURTHER provides lor 
establishing various standing 
committees which would report to 
University Policy Councils created by 
the members of the University 
Assembly 
Dr. I'erman said in order lo make a 
council responsible lo the larger 
University segment, the University 
Assembly will hold Ihe power of a veto 
if Iwo-thirds of the body's members 
concur 
I'e said during emergencies, councils 
may make decisions which would 
immediately go into effect, subject lo 
veto only at the next University 
Assembly meeting 
Dr I'erman added lhal he thinks the 
assembly meetings should be quick and 
lo Ihe point, since Ihe body will act 
basically as a clearing house for 
council proposals and reports. 
According lo Dr I'erman, "The 
assembly would gel a complete record 
of all council actions Reports would be 
given and the veto power exercised, 
while some discussion would likely be 
necessary " 
All recomendations made in Ihe 
assembly would be taken back to the 
council, though action on the council's 
proposal must be finished at the 
assembly's next meeting. 
IN REGARD TO administration 
action under the new charter. Dr. 
I'erman said. "It is my personal 
opinion lhal Ihe lightly administration- 
centered University here, which began 
on the pattern of a small University 
with interpersonal action between Ihe 
President and his staff, is no longer 
workable 
"We are now loo large for such direct 
communication. The new charter deals 
with the administration through its 
accountability to the University, rather 
than through its former supervisory 
role," he said. 
Dr. I'erman explained lhal Ihe 
president would have direct veto power 
up to 14 days after Ihe assembly passes 
a council proposal 
The veto may be overriden by the 
University Assembly 
According to Dr I'erman, "The 
charter seems lo us lo give him (the 
president I belter channels to exercise 
his powers, both emergency and 
otherwise." 
One student. Michel Florio. 
sophomore IA&S). was denied 
registration because he declared his 
residence to be Elmore. Ohio in Ottawa 
County less than 30 days ago 
i'e made that declaration on a 
candidate delegate alternate petilion 
pledged lo George McGovern from the 
Fifth Congressional District. 
HE WILL BE eligible to apply for 
registration in Wood County on Feb. 24. 
alter 30 days have elapsed since he 
signed the petition 
Greg Jackson, director of Ihe Office 
of Voter Facilitation here, said if the 
board had nol accepted the students' 
registration applications. Ihe group 
would have gone to court 
On-campus students who became 
registered    voters    were Paul 
Walhngford, freshman. tA&Si; 
Richard S Rosenlhal. sophomore 
(A&Si: Frederick Johnson, sophomore 
(A&Si. Jerry C Cirino, sophomore 
lA&Si; Scott Phillips, sophomore 
(A&S>; Art Toalston. senior (Ed); and 
Greg Jackson, sophomore t Ed). 
The board had previously refused 
Jackson's application for registration. 
Off-campus students registered 
include Andrew A. Getsinger. junior 
(A&Si. 224 Clay St.; George Dragovich 
Jr. junior lEd. i. 835 Fourth St. and 
Lisa Boulanger. senior iB.A.I. 118 
Manville Ave. 
Carol Degyansky. 521 E Merry St.. a 
former student, was also registered 
She had previously been denied 
registration in Bowling Green because 
she had not fulfilled residency 
requirements. 
"I URGE ALL students to exercise 
their   option   lo   register   and   vote. 
whether it be in Bowling Green or in 
Iheir hometown," Jackson said, 
following the board's action 
"By registering here students avoid 
the problems of applying for an 
absentee ballot and getting their ballots 
notarized." he said 
Norman Geer. attorney for the 
students, said the procedure of a 
hearing by the board will probably 
continue lo be used whenever the 
question of permanent residence is in 
doubt 
Jackson said that no organized drive 
to register students en masse has been 
organized, bul he did not rule out such a 
possibility for the future. 
Students residing on campus will vole 
al Ridge Street School. Off-campus 
students will be notified by the board as 
to the location of the polls in Iheir 
precinct. 
A directive from Ohio Secretary of 
State Ted W. Brown, dated Nov. 12.1971 
and sent to all boards of elections in 
Ohio, stated that voter registration 
could not be denied to a person because 
he is a sludenl or resides on University 
property. Until now, the county board 
had not followed this directive, Jackson 
said. 
THE BOARD gave no reason for the 
change in policy. 
Voter registration for the Ohio 
primary election May 2 will continue 
through April 3. according to Jackson 
In order to be eligible to register, a 
person must have been a resident of the 
state for six months and of the county 
and precinct for at least 30 days. 
Donations to pay legal fees incurred 
by the students during their attempts to 
register will be accepted by the Office 
of Voter Facilitation, Jackson said. 
AAoore cancels ROTC Review 
in favor of awards ceremony 
By Damon Beck 
Managing Editor 
President 1'ollis A Moore Jr. 
announced yesterday that Ihe annual 
ROTC Review will nol be held Ihis 
spring. 
The review, which has been plagued 
by antiwar demonstrations in recent 
years, will be replaced by "an appro- 
priate awards ceremony...in the man- 
ner of similar events which recognize 
special student achievement." 
Dr. Moore said the decision was 
made with the concurrence of the pro- 
vosl. the dean of the college of business 
administration and the commanding 
officers of the two ROTC units. 
Last spring an antiwar. anti-ROTC 
demonstration at the review led lo the 
arrest of 21 persons and conviction of 18 
for "unlawfully and willfully disturbing 
said meeting I ROTC review I by enter- 
ing Ihe parade grounds which had been 
roped off." 
In 1970 the review was canceled 
because of feared violence after the 
shootings at Kent in 1968 and 1969 pro- 
tests were also staged. 
Lt. Col. David V. Bannerman. chair- 
man of aerospace studies said "not 
withstanding the demonstrations'' he/ 
would rather have an awards ceremony 
instead of the parade. 
"The parade takes a lot of time and 
practice." Bannerman said. "The aero- 
space curriculum does not allow the 
time (to practice>." 
Lt. Col. Bannerman said the practice 
for the review "eats into" the cadets 
core training time when "we teach 
those things which receive no academic 
credit." 
Col. Alfred W Kirchner. chairman of 
military science said he wasn't sure 
what will be substituted for the review 
yel but faculty and students will make 
suggestions which will be submitted to 
Dr. Moore 
Richard Edwards, executive assis- 
tant lo the president, said the review 
was "outdated and something of the 
past " 
"No one was saying that we can't run 
Ihe risk of another demonstration." 
Edwards said. "The review was just 
not in keeping with the times and there 
was no longer the interest there once 
Open house decision delayed 
Council ok's alcohol proposa 
By Dennis Seeds 
The Student Affairs Council passed a 
proposal Friday liberalizing residence 
hall policies on alcoholic beverages, but 
set aside a 24-hour open house proposal. 
The alcohol policy proposal would 
give governing bodies in the individual 
residence halls the power to declare 
certain sections of Ihe dormitory ' 
"private areas" where consumption of 
alcoholic beverages would be per- 
missible. 
THE PROPOSAL will now go to Dr. 
James G Bond, vice president of stu- 
dent affairs, and then to President 
Kollis A. Moore Jr. and the Board of 
Trustees. 
"The proposal can't go into operation 
until it has passed these stages." Dr. 
Bond said. 
The proposal to give dormitory 
governing bodies the responsibility to 
determine open house hours will be dis- 
cussed again at the Student Affairs 
Council meeting next Friday. 
Dr.   Bond   said   the   proposal   was 
unclear and needed further investi- 
gation into areas such as extra cost fac- 
tors. 
Michel Florio. chairman of the 
Rodgers Quadrangle open house com- 
mittee and sponsor of the proposal, 
expressed dissatisfaction with Dr. 
Bond's objections. 
FLORIO SAID Dr Bond's three main 
arguments were the security problems 
a 24-hour open house might entail, the 
"hotel atmosphere" it might create, 
and the various stages of dress worn by 
residents during a 24-hour period. 
"I have done some checking and 
found out that, at least since 1963, 
Rodgers has had open doors 24 hours a 
day." Florio said. 
Pe said he thought a 24-hour open 
house would not create any more secur- 
ity problems than exist now. 
"I personally don't see any security 
risk." said Jim Trieger. Rodgers hall 
director. "The doors are never locked 
anyway, except on vacations." 
Trieger said there would be no reason 
to hire an all-night desk clerk for open 
house purposes. The only reason to hire 
such a clerk would be to patrol the 
dormitory to curtail after-hours thefts, 
he said. 
In response to the "hotel 
atmosphere" objection. Florio said he 
sees "no conflict between open house 
and studying." 
HE SAID Dr. Bond contended a 24- 
hour open house would not contribute to 
the role of dormitories as an educa- 
tional experience. 
Florio also disagreed with the argu- 
ment that the type of dress worn by 
residents would cause problems. 
"I see two rights in conflict-the right 
of the resident to dress in any stage he 
wants in the dormitory, and the open 
house rights of the resident." he said. 
"The resident has too much power to 
dress as he pleases." Florio said. "I 
want to balance that power with the 
resident s right to open house." 
"I haven't heard a good argument 
against this (the proposal) yet." he 
concluded. 
Art Toalston, student body president, 
said the only real argument against 
dormitory control of open house hours 
is that the Board of Trustees probably 
wouldn't approve of the proposal. 
TOALSTON SAID il doesn't "mean 
much" for an issue to pass the Student 
Affairs Council, since the president and 
the Board of Trustees have the last say. 
Pe said he thinks the two issues (the 
alcohol policy and the open house 
proposal l are parts of the same thing- 
dormitory autonomy. 
" It will be sad if one issue passes and 
not the other." he said. 
.Pe said it is easier to approve an 
alcohol policy, which deals with beer, 
than to approve an open house policy, 
which deals with sex. 
"I really can't see any argument 
against the proposal." Toalston said. 
Trieger saw only one possible argu- 
ment against the proposal-parent 
dissatisfaction. 
"I THINK THE students are mature 
enough to handle a 24-hour policy." he 
said. "I'm all for it." 
Florio said opinions in the dormitory 
reflect a desire to have open houses 12 
hours a day on weekdays and 24 hours a 
day on weekends. 
Mardi 
Gras 
Members of the board for Charities Wood prepare 
for the Mardi Gras benefit by stuffing "pomps" in 
chkken wire and painting signs and booths for the 
affair. 
»t/Tho M Newt, Tvwhy, Hlxuewy I. 1973 
rote hearing 
Although the College of Business Administration's Curriculum 
Committee has not yet given its final recommendations on the 
ROTC situation, the recent report released by Eric Furry, 
(Indent observer at the hearings, does not look encouraging. 
I The suggestions offered by President Hollis Moore and the 
knoney figure reported to the hearings by Elton Ringer, seem to 
Indicate that Furry is correct when he says the suggestions are 
designed to pacify anti-ROTC forces at this University. 
For example, Dr. Moore's suggestion that the ROTC program 
be placed under the authority of the provost rather than the 
College of Business Administration. What purpose does this 
serve? The ROTC program will still be on this campus despite the 
change in authority. 
Other suggestions made by the President include: instituting a 
Board of Visitors Review to study the program every year, 
changing the role of the commanding officers to counselor and 
coordinator of ROTC activities, and renaming the program 
"Officer Education Program." 
These examples involve mere changes in wording of policy and 
structure, but the operation of the ROTC program will still 
remain as we know it today. 
The events this University experienced last spring did not occur 
because anti-ROTC forces wanted word changes and 
appeasement by the administration. The sit-ins and protests 
occured because students were questioning the right of the ROTC 
program to have a place in this institution of learning. 
We have all heard the arguments for and against the ROTC 
issue many times before, but Elton Ringer's figures to the 
committee gave an additional insight into the reason why the 
ROTC program is so important to this University. 
According to Ringer, the University will lose roughly $30,000 in 
state appropriations should the program be dropped. Furry 
indicated the University would not lose the money since ROTC 
students would then enroll in other courses, keeping the state 
appropriation per person the same. 
Whether Furry is correct or not, the fact remains that the 
Committee is taking into consideration the loss of state funds 
when deciding the final outcome of ROTC on this campus. 
If money is the issue, then maybe the Curriculum Committee 
should consider the vast amount of money spent on Defense since 
President Nixon has been in office. If money is going to talk more 
than the lives of young American men, then the entire Curriculum 
Committee is a farce and their final recommendations could 
hardly be made with the student in mind 
As we await the final recommendation, we can only continue to 
hope the Committee will weigh all elements of the problem 
before they allow money and the temptation to pacify students to 
influence their final decision. 
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youth in business 
BvVe 
Editor'. Mete: Verio. AMea bai kad a 
distinguished career la America's 
academic, civic aid bisliess 
cemmealtles la lMz, at S$, be became 
Presbteat of Ohio University. He served 
M Caairmsa el tbt PretMeatlal Task 
Farce PlaaatBg tbe Uiltea Statei Job 
Carpi la 1M4, aad 1M8-1M8 chaired the 
Eeecittoi Advisory Committee of the 
Aapalachala Commliiioa. Today he is 
chairman of the Bottea Co., lac, a 
world-wide holdtaf company whose 
tweaty ubiMiarlei aad affilUtei 
specialise la tbe maiaf ement of capital 
retoirces. 
During my years as a university 
president, students often confided in me 
their uncertainties about the careers 
they would follow when they left the 
campus. I was impressed with their 
concern about devoting their lives to 
doing something meaningful, significant, 
relevant More than anything, they 
wanted to make a contribution to 
society; to help cure the ills, solve the 
problems that were visibly mounting in 
the 1960's. I still enjoy keeping in touch 
with students today, and find these 
career concerns as strong among them- 
just as the problems of our society have 
been growing in urgency. 
Relatively few of these serious, 
capable young people thought of a career 
in business as a way of making the social 
contribution they needed and wanted to 
make A business career, they believed, 
was merely a means of achieving 
material goals. Thus, many went into 
government work or education or 
entered other professions where they felt 
they could make a more immediate, 
direct impact on social problems. 
UNDOUBTEDLY, some have found 
and are finding fulfillment in these 
areas, but many others I have kept in 
touch with have become disenchanted 
One young lawyer, for example, went to 
work for a U.S. senator whose social 
programs excited him. After several 
years, however, the young lawyer found 
that his social contribution had added up 
to little more than carrying the senator's 
briefcase. 
It seems to me that what youth is 
really seeking are the levers of power 
with which to effect social change 1 also 
believe that business, more than any 
other of our institutions, holds these 
levers. Thus, young men and women who 
are genuinely eager to help our society 
move ahead cannot afford to ignore the 
opportunities that a business career 
provides as a power base. 
Significantly, the business community 
itself is increasingly aware of the 
urgency of our social problems and of the 
key role business must play in effecting 
the changes necessary to solving these 
problems Business cannot flourish in a 
landscape ruined by urban neglect, 
racial strife, environmental pollution, 
violent crime, drug addiction, and 
inadequate   institutions.    Businessmen 
so they say 
Bernadette     Devlin.     Catholic 
representative from Northern Ireland: 
"Both the provisional aad official 
wings of the IRA have said they wUI kUI 
13 paratroops la vengeance for those who 
died on Sunday. That Is M ceffbM 
comiag home to Eaglaad-aad I woa't 
shed a tear for any one of them." 
are learning that their involvement in 
these issues is inescapable. 
Increasingly, too, business is facing up 
to its need to attract socially aware, as 
well as professionally competent young 
people if it is to play its role on the social 
scene effectively. 
Needless to say, this recognition is not 
yet universal or consistent. One large 
industrial company I know of provided 
travel fellowships to highly qualified 
students of a graduate business school, 
and then provided them with summer 
jobs as a means of attracting them to the 
company. The summer jobs, as it turned 
out, were menial and totally irrelevant 
to the competence and expectations of 
these top-rated students. The result was 
that not one of them accepted offers of 
regular jobs with that company. 
Through experience such as this, 
business is learning that it is not enough 
to employ promising youth; they most be 
engaged. Business is learning that young 
people want responsibility both within 
the company and in the total 
environment within which it operates. 
The result is growing opportunity for 
young people in business-provided, of 
course, that they seek it and grasp it. 
news Lerrers 
do, drug traffic 
Your suggestion that the CIA could 
effectively shut off much of the heroin 
coming into the U.S. sounds like a fine 
idea-until one considers that very same 
agency's involvement in heroin traffic. 
It has been estimated that about 85 per 
cent of the world's supnlv of opiates 
comes from Southeast Asia Most of this 
dope is giown and marketed by 
organizations run by politicians and 
military leaders who are political allies 
of the U.S. government The most 
prominent of these is our old pal Marshal 
Ky. 
Because of the nature of its activities, 
it is necessary for the CIA to work 
closely with these men; it is their power 
that our government is trying to 
maintain Usually. CIA cooperation 
means "only" noninterference with 
opiate traffic, but occasionally it may 
mean using CIA vehicles and Air 
America planes for transporting the 
stuff. Recently a correspondent reported 
visiting a CIA airbase in Laos where 
bales of opium lined the airstrip and 
could be seen being loaded onto U.S. 
planes. 
AS ALLEN GINSBERG has pointed 
out. the CIA makes no financial profit on 
drug traffic, the agency sucks all the 
money it needs out of the pockets of 
American taxpayers. Its profit from 
involvement can only be measured in 
terms of the power the agency is given to 
operate in Southeast Asia. 
The facts about this insane situation 
have been well documented in both the 
radical press and the established press     for us to expect the CIA to cut off the 
over the past year or so power that it feeds on. 
Sure, the CIA should have no trouble at 
all hunting down the heroin smugglers, 
especially since it already knows who 
most of them are. It's absurd, however. 
Janet Koppenhofer 
Eric Furry 
147W E. Wooster 
ground hog neglecf 
Recently, apathy reached an ultimate 
high on the Bowling Green campus 
February 2, traditionally Ground Hog 
Day. went unnoticed As Chairman for 
The Friends of The Ground Hog 
Association, I feel it is my duty to 
reprimand the Student Body, the 
Administration, and The BG News on 
their gross negligence of the situation 
Let us look at the facts: 
a) There were no known parties, 
lectures, celebrations, concerts, movies, 
or the like, by and or for the populous of 
the University. 
bl The Administration failed in its duty 
to inform the residents about Ground 
Hog Day. 
c) The BG News did not cover the 
story of Borris The Groundhog and his 
habitat in Puxatonig. Pa 
ARE NOT the afore mentioned facts 
conclusive enough to assume that this 
campus has no mental, physical or 
emotional  feelings toward Ihe ground 
hog? I've noticed that The BG News and 
various other campus facilities have 
sponsored programs for blacks, foreign 
students and political groups but none for 
the ground hog 
By writing this letter I hope to achieve 
the following: 
1) Information on and about Ground 
Hog Day. 
2) Placing the blame on not just one 
organization, but many, hoping to divide 
the responsibility for next years Ground 
Hog Day 
3) And letting this campus know that 
there are some concerned people still 
willing to defend the ground hog's rights 
In conclusion. I would like to thank all 
the folks who either called or wrote 
asking information about Ground Hog 
Day Anyone else requesting information 
may call 372-3560 Thank-you. 
David Michael Butt 
102 Kreischer-Compton 
homeland criticisms 
Hooray for Gale Bogle! It does lire 
one, doesn't it, to hear our homeland 
disparaged by second-rate entertainers. 
No. Bowling Green is not New York or 
Los Angeles, and luckily so. for I 
instinctively recoil from exposing myself 
to the stinking garbage pile in the East or 
the overpopulated desert in the West 
The chances for creating and nurturing 
a political intellectual artistic 
community here are encouraging. Of 
course, we have to deal with the 
p"ovincial stupidities of many people, 
young and old; but. I believe that these 
stupidities are American rather than 
Midwestern in nature. 
REMEMBER THAT the  two cities 
mentioned above have thrived by 
packaging and selling these stupidities, 
by way of Madison Avenue and 
Hollywood, to a gullible American 
public One of the more outrageous of 
these lies was the alleged superiority of 
the Coasts and their people Both areas 
now suffer from the influx of the many 
who fell for the ruse For example, have 
you visited Berkeley, lately'' 
Despite   the   frustrations.    Bowling 
Green remains a pleasant, comfortable. 
sometimes stimulating place to live I've 
given up the dream of finding a place 
radically better, at least in this country 
After visiting other areas, meeting many 
good people, viewing different scenery. 
I've lost the gnawing sense of inferiority 
that Midwesterners are supposed to feel, 
and have grown proud of my proverbial 
roots 
Michael Saba 
616 K Wooster 
charities week plea 
We often express concern for those 
who are in need-the poverty-stricken.the 
culturally and educationally deprived, 
and those afflicted with disease This 
week, each of us will have an opportunity 
to help such people in a very direct way. 
Throughout Charities Week. Feb. 7-12. 
housing units will be sponsoring fund- 
raising activities. All proceeds will be 
donated to these organizations selected 
by Charities Board: ALSAC. American 
Red Cross. American Cancer Society. 
National Foundation. National Multiple 
Sclerosis Society. Muscular Dystrophy, 
American Mental Health Foundation, 
UCF Community Services Program. 
BGSU Student Emergency Fund. 
Recording for the Blind. Inc.. Wood 
County Welfare Department 
Unfortunately, it is not possible to 
support every worthwhile cause. The 
student representatives appointed to 
Charities Board have chosen both local 
and national organizations in an attempt 
to meet a wide variety of needs. All 
members of the University community 
are urged to make a personal 
commitment. Contributions may be 
made at the information table in 
University Hall on Wednesday. Thursday 
and Friday. Help us reach our goal of 
$5,000 by supporting charities week. 
Student Charities Board 
Co-Chairmen 
Paula Massouh 
Julie Zimmerman 
let's hear from you 
The BG News welcomes all letters to tbe editor and opinion columns. 
Letters may comment on any other letter, column or editorial. 
Letters should be a maximum of 300 words, typewritten We ask that 
columns be no more than four typed pages triple-spaced. 
The News maintains the right to edit all submissions that exceed these 
limits, with respect to tbe laws of libel and proper taste. 
Letters and columns must include tbe author's name, address and 
phone number, and may be mailed to tbe Editor, co The BG News, 108 
University Kail. 
HFMOi I AM HFNPY lfi«<INGF» _ MA*  ANYONE CALLED FOR ME YET?' 
Th. to N.w., Tuoodoy, hbruory I, 1971/Fof. 3 
Examines curriculum content 
Freshman Year group formed 
Footsies 
NnnptMMbrDMMbTMk 
library go«t» >p*ak thair own body language as they study for 
midtojrms  that are now upon thorn. Soaking up knowledge 
require* tho irml confortable positions available 
President r.'ollis A. Moore 
Jr. announced yesterday a 
seven-member Freshman 
Year'Committee to make 
recommendations that 
•"should result in a more 
challenging and meaningful 
year for freshman 
students." 
Dr. George Korton, asso- 
ciate professor of industrial 
education and assistant dean 
in the College of Education, 
will head the committee. 
The committee will be 
initiating ideas concerning 
the restructuring of the 
entire     freshman    year. 
according to Dr Korton He 
said that an Introductory 
Studies Program for first- 
year students may result 
from the committee's work. 
"WE'RE interested in get 
ting something implemented 
at Bowling Green," said Dr. 
Morton. 
"We (eel there's enough 
expertise on this campus and 
that enough has been tried in 
this area that we will be able 
to develop a plan or some 
alternatives that can be con- 
sidered by appropriate cam- 
pus groups." he added 
The faculty for the pro- 
Winter enrollment down 
Women are gaining, 
college students are starting 
to shy away from majoring 
in education, and graduate 
students tend to get married 
These are some of the 
highlights of winter quarter 
enrollment figures at the 
University. 
There is a slight increase 
of 113 enrollment compared 
to winter quarter. 1971. but a 
drop compared to figures for 
last fall quarter. This 
includes students at the 
main campus, Firelands. 
and the academic centers in 
Bryan. Fostoria and 
Fremont. 
According to Glenn Van 
Wormer, dean of admissions 
and   records,   the   drop   is 
President ok's 
campaign bill 
WASHINGTON (AP> 
Hailing it as "realistic and 
enforceable." President 
Nixon signed legislation 
yesterday to limit political- 
advertising expenses and 
seal campaign finance- 
reporting loopholes 
The law goes into effect in 
60 days, so it won't apply to 
early presidential primaries 
but it will cover later 
primaries, and will limit to 
$8.4 million the amount a 
presidential candidate can 
spend for radio and 
television advertising this 
fall. 
Nixon signed the 
legislation--the most 
comprehensive change of 
campaign practices law in a 
half century-without the 
public ceremony which often 
accompanies presidential 
approval of major 
measures 
In a three-paragraph 
statement. Nixon called the 
bill "an important step 
forward in an area which has 
been of great public 
concern." 
HE   NOTED  THAT   the 
measure stiffens reporting 
requirements for the source 
and use of campaign funds 
The new law repeals the 
loophole-ridden   and   little- 
enforced Corrupt Practices 
Act of 1925 Asked whether 
the administration would 
enforce the new provisions. 
White House press secretary 
Ronald Ziegler responded. 
"Yes." 
The law limits for the first 
time in history categories of 
spending by White House 
candidates. 
Spending limits are 
calculated on a formula of 10 
cents per potential voter, or 
$50,000. whichever is larger 
"quite normal'' since 
enrollment decreases 
between quarters every 
year 
Main campus enrollment 
figures prove that women 
are "catching up" to men 
Male students outnumber 
the females by only only 307 
as compared to last winter's 
total of 498 
The Firelands Branch 
reports women to be 
dominant along with the 
University academic 
centers, which show a 
combined enrollment of 689 
women and 586 men. 
Decreases in enrollment in 
the College of Education 
have continued Winter 
quarter enrollment of 6.184 is 
down from last winter's 
6.584 and from fall quarter's 
6.393 
Graduate students are 
more likely to be married 
than undergraduates, since 
60 percent ol graduate 
students are married 
compared to seven percent 
of the undergraduates 
The Colleges of Arts and 
Sciences and Business show 
increases of 665 and 66 
respectively from last 
winter quarter. 
A two-student decrease in 
School of Music enrollment 
was reported from fall to 
winter quarter, with a 
current total of 355 students, 
up 54 from last winter. 
Men seem to be fighting to 
retain their majority in 
enrollment since they 
dominate the College of 
Business-2.087 men and 381 
women 
But the females are 
fighting back with a 
majority of women in the 
College of Education The 
figures show 4.310 women to 
1.874 men. 
posed Introductory Studies 
Program should be a mix of 
senior professors and out- 
standing new faculty 
recruits, said Dr Moore 
Rather than the traditional 
requirements for freshmen, 
emphasis should be on sem- 
inars and individual study, 
he added The course content 
should feature methodology 
of the discipline as applied to 
contemporary issues 
OTHER MEMBERS ot the 
committee are Dr Harry 
Laher. assistant professor of 
management  and   assistant 
dean in the College of Busi- 
ness Administration; Marie 
i Hodge, assistant to the dean 
of the College of Business 
Administration and Dr. 
Robert Hohn, professor of 
music 
Howard Shine, associate 
professor of speech and 
assistant dean in the College 
of Arts and Sciences; Dr. 
Patrick Alston, professor of 
history and Dennis Snavely, 
a graduate student and hall 
director in narrow Hall. 
The committee is 
expected to complete its 
findings by spring, according 
to Dr. Morton 
Enemy attacks 
Cambodian post 
Newry, a border town between Northern 
Ireland and the Irish Republic, was the scene 
of a British road block. The British troops 
searched incoming vehicles for firearms and 
explosives on the eve of Sunday's civil rights 
demonstration. 
Leaders face jail term 
BELFAST (APJ-Northern 
Ireland opposition leaders 
met in their unofficial rival 
parliament yesterday night 
with the prospect that they 
soon may find themselves in 
jail. 
Police said they have 
taken out court summonses 
against 26 leaders of Sun- 
day's 20.000-strong anti- 
internment march in Newry. 
The march, like all proces- 
sions   in  Northern   Ireland. 
Senate approves nominees 
WASHINGTON (API-The 
Senate yesterday heard two 
of three men chosen by 
President Nixon to fill key 
economic posts denounced 
as unqualified and 
incompetent It then 
approved all three 
nominations. 
Only the appointment of C. 
Jackson Grayson HI as 
chairman of the Price 
Commission received 
universal praise 
The other two nominees - 
Judge George Boldt as 
chairman of the Pay Board 
and John E. Shochan as a 
of the Federal 
Board - were 
harshly by Sen. 
Proxmire.     (D- 
governor 
Reserve 
attacked 
William 
Wit.) 
PROXMIRE said Judge 
Boldt. 68. lacks the 
confidence of other board 
members, has no knowledge 
of labor-management 
affairs, is actively opposed 
by organized labor, has been 
an ineffectual and weak 
chairman, and is "totally 
incompetent" for his job. 
The Wisconsin Democrat, 
chairman of the 
congressional      Joint 
Economic Committee, said 
the responsibilities of the 
Federal Reserve system 
have become too important 
and complex to allow the 
President to appoint a non- 
economist to its board. 
was illegal under the govern- 
ment's Special Power Acl 
Bernadettc Devlin, the 24- 
year-old civil rights activist 
and member of British 
Parliament said she loo had 
received a summons She 
supports Roman Catholic 
aspirations toward a united 
Ireland. 
FRANCIS MCGUIGAN,   i 
24-year-old Belfast man. 
made   an    anti-internment 
protest of his own and 
escaped from Long Kesh 
camp, where around 400 sus 
peeled members of the Irish 
Republican Army are held 
without trial 
McGuigan. according to 
IRA contacts, was a high 
officer of the Belfast Provis- 
ional!, the IRA'l militant 
wing Police and troops 
threw up nlad blocks around 
Belfast   but   contacts   said 
McGuigan was clear ol the 
city 
He was the first to escape 
from Long Kesh. a former 
airfield near British army 
headquarters at Lisburn. 
Southwest ol the capital. 
Though the Newry march 
passed peacefully, the week- 
end produced lour more 
dead, bringing the toll of vio- 
lence since August 1969 to 
239 
PHNOM PENH. 
Cambodia (APi - North 
Vietnamese and Viet Cong 
troops sharpened their 
attacks yesterday on 
Cambodian positions less 
than two miles from Angkor 
Wat and Angkor Them, sites 
of ancient temple ruins 
A spokesman for the 
Cambodian high command 
in Phnom Penh reported one 
Cambodian soldier killed 
and 16 others wounded at a 
forward post on the outskirts 
of Siem Reap, a former, 
tourist center three miles 
l mm the ruins. 
The Cambodians hold 
Siem Reap; the enemy has 
been In control of the temple 
ruins since June T970. The 
area is 145 miles northwest 
of Phnom Penh. Cambodia's 
capital. 
Siem Reap has been under 
pressure for two weeks and 
the Cambodian government 
claimed Sunday that enemy 
soldiers had massacred 
about 20 Cambodian 
civilians who were arrested 
in a park surrounding 
AngkerWat. 
According      to     the 
government, the North 
Vietnamese and Viet Cong 
forces have halted all 
conservation work on the 
temples built between 9th 
and 13th centuries by 
Cambodian kings 
Olms re-opens 
health center 
visiting hours 
Visiting hours at the 
Student Health Center have 
been restored according to 
Dr. James Olms. director of 
the Center 
As a result of a large 
number ol influenza cases. 
Dr. Olms discontinued 
visiting hours three weeks 
ago 
Things have subsided. 
The number of cases of 
influenza of both types has 
diminished." said Dr. Olms. 
He said influenza runs in 
cycles. In case of another 
outbreak of the flu. visiting 
hours will again be closed, 
he said. 
PA6U4/S-   PmA    /S PIZZA IS 
PMLIAIS 
PA6UAIS ■ PULA  IS  M6LI 
Sunday —   Thursday 
5:00 tM   - 1*0 AM. 
Friday -  Saturday 
5:00 ».M. - 3:00 AM. 
Phone 352-7571 
Fraa Dalivary   on anything 
mr $1.10 
Pizxo 
18  -.> 
Chaoto $1.10 
Onion  1 30 
Sautaga  1.30 
Papparoni  1.90 
AncHavkH  ISO 
Mushroom  I.SO 
Groon Poppart  1.30 
Oraan OHvo  1.30 
Brrl  130 
Canadian  lacan  1-10 
Ham  ISO 
Sallml  ISO 
Shrimp  I-40 
Combination of any two ISO 
Combination of any rhroo 1-70 
Craty Oaorga Spatial      .... ISO 
..„,.,.    O.M-  8i88". Oataa O 
Pagliai Spodal  ISO 
knio, o«i*«. fiaai.nl. nmtmm •*••• »«88" 
Submarina SandwithoB   .... 
11   «Kh 
$1.35 
1 60 
1 60 
I 60 
I 60 
1 60 
1.60 
1.60 
1.60 
1.60 
I 60 
1.60 
1.70 
1*0 
2.20 
2.00 
250 
14 laat, 
$2.00 
2.35 
2.35 
2.33 
2.33 
2.35 
2.35 
2.35 
3.35 
2.33 
2.35 
2.33 
2 50 
2.75 
3.1$ 
2.75 
3 SO 
log.  1.00     Xing 2.75 
M. pan  I*    — r*» >' 
Spaghetti   Dinner 
Ooclk   (rood 
Chora Salad 
Cfcaaao,  Horn,  Salimi 
latltKO.picl.ol. 
•J tomato a«tra 
Doc   Paper 
7-Ur 
Orango 
Colfoo 
Too 
POP TO OO M* 
$1.75 
M 
33 
1.35 
$   13 
7*5'$*' si vzz/d'Mntyd s/ tmij • s/v/79«d si tfzzid- r/v/w 
Now — when you finish your drink, 
just whistle for more 
like in the days of yore with ... 
new whistling 
PERFECT GIFT FOR A MAN 
. . . TROPHY OR AWARD 
ASK ABOUT OUR ENGRAV. 
ING OR ETCHING SERVICE 
Authentic reproduction of glass 
^7T bottom mu£ in lead-free pewter 
Mam" . . . faithfully detailed even to the 
slot or "whistle" on the underside 
of the traditional "S" shaped han- 
dle used in days of yore to sum- 
mon the barmaid when the mug 
was empty!    Capacity, 16 ounces. 
$13.50 
"-W-    THI   INTCHNATIONAL   IKVIR  COMPANY 
MANY MORE STYLES and PRICES 
IN STOCK 
t«TrXR\;>TOIir 
Ph. jusesi 
SAY 
CO®!) EXMLTaS 
with this ftp sift 
from 
JOCKEY, 
UNDERWEAR 
JOCKEY VALENTINE BRIEFS 
Smooth, comfortable 100% Acetate Tricot, 
in the colorful "You Devil, You" Valentine 
pattern and special gift package. Plus, ex- 
clusive tailoring for proper fit and support 
with the new fashionable top elastic. 
JOCKEY VALENTINE BOXER 
Tailored construction with comfort waistband. Full pro- 
portioned seat. Clever "beating heart" gift box, which 
when opened says, "My Heart beats for You." 
Tapered Slim Guy Boxer with racing vents. Valentine 
pattern in special gift package. 
ALSO BOXERS. TERRY WRAPS. PJ's. SCANTS.& ROBES 
NICHOLS 
BOWLING GREEN. OHIO 
■BBBBBBBBBJ 
Naj»4/T*»« tO N»w«, Tmiday. Hhn^ry I, If n 
Demands precision, respect 
H. i^fc...H,M..,t»i..i 
i 
«     . i Dr. Roger Gron, veteran Shakeipearean actor, it directing the 
"   * University Theater production of Henry IV, Port I, which opens 
rfipflfr\r       tomorrow night in the Main Auditorium, University Hall. Dr. 
Gross' actors praise his talents as a director. 
Classes to be cancelled 
until 5 p.m. on Feb. 21 
All classes scheduled to meet on Monday. 
Feb. 21 before 5 p.m. will be cancelled in hon- 
or of Washington-Lincoln Day. 
Offices in the Administration Hldg will be 
closed all day Feb 21 Other University 
offices and facilities will be closed unless 
area supervisors determine their activities 
and services must continue that day 
According to John D I'ayes. director of 
personnel services, holiday pay will be given 
to regular full-time classified employees pro- 
vided they are on an active pay status either 
on the normal workday immediately before 
the holiday or the workday immediately 
following 
AN EMPLOYEE absent without leave on 
the normal workday immediately preceding 
or following the holiday will not receive holi- 
day pay unless his absence is excused by the 
director of personnel services 
Holiday pay will also be given to regular 
temporary full-lime and regular temporary 
part-time employees for that portion of Feb 
21 which they would have normally been 
scheduled to work 
If a full-time classified employee or a regu- 
lar temporary full-time or part-time 
employee is required to work on the holiday, 
he will receive holiday pay I'c also may elect 
to either by paid for the actual number of 
hours he was required to work or save the 
hours to be used as compensatory time. 
NIKIS BOOTERY 
FRESH FULL STOCK 
FOR MEN - WEYENBERG - BASS - WEEJUNS TACKS 
DUNHAMS - TYROLEANS 
FOR WOMEN - CONNIE'S - DUNHAMS DATERS - BASS 
WEEJUNS TACKS & SANDALS 
STADIUM VIEW PLAZA MON.-FRI. 11-9 SAT. 9-6 
Veteran actor directs 'Henry' 
By Patty Bailey 
SUH Reporter 
The opporunity to see a 
production of f.'enry IV Part 
I done by a professional 
Shakespearean director 
doesn't present itself very 
often. However, this week 
students have a chance to do 
just that. 
Dr. Roger Gross, 
associate professor of 
speech, is directing the 
University production of 
Henry IV which opens 
tomorrow in the Main 
Auditorium, University Hall. 
He spent nine years doing 
this play and others while he 
was producer-director for 
the California Shakespeare 
Festival in Santa Clara, 
Calif 
STEVE CARR. graduate 
student, who is playing the 
part of Henry IV. said Dr. 
Gross is "fantastic." 
"He's a director who 
demands precision and he 
gets it. He's the most pro- 
fessional director I've 
worked with,'' Carr said. 
The director said although 
he usually spends at least a 
year studying a play prior to 
producing it. he has studied 
I'enry IV for several years. 
"HE APPEARS to me to 
have enough knowledge of 
the theater to make anything 
work." said Mike Muller. 
sophomore (A&Sl. Muller 
plays the role of Mori imer. 
Before Jic was employed 
as producer-director of the 
California Shakespeare 
Festival. Dr. Gross was a 
professional musician and 
also worked as a television 
director. 
After receiving his doctor- 
ate from the University of 
Oregon, Dr. Gross was 
employed by the University 
of Santa Clara. California, 
where he spent his summers 
as producer-director of the 
festival. 
"He's really a fine direc- 
tor." Bill Goldsmith, senior 
lA&Sn. said. "He expects 
devotion to the show and 
that's what he's getting." 
Goldsmith plays two roles in 
the production. Peto and 
Northumberland 
Following his nine years in 
California Dr Gross spent a 
year as a visiting professor 
at the University of Oregon, 
then came to Bowling Green. 
This is his first year here. 
JIM ROSENBERGER, 
junior (Ed.I. plays the lead 
^Prince Hal, later to be 
^'enry V. Rosenberger 
agreed with the other actors 
that Dr. Gross is a profes- 
sional director. 
"He's by far one of the 
best directors here," he 
said. Rosenberger explained 
that while many directors 
have assistants that help 
with things such .as staging 
fight scenes, or planning 
other aspects of production. 
Dr. Gross does it all. 
"He's     multi-talented." 
Rosenberger said.   "But he 
works V°u-   Boy.  does  he- 
work you!" 
During his tenure as 
producer-director of the 
festival. Dr. Gross occa- 
sionally acted on one of his 
own plays. 
One of the roles he played 
was Falstaff, the comic lead 
in Henry IV Part I 
Bob MacClennan. gradu- 
ate student, who plays 
Falstaff in the University 
production admitted that it 
makes him nervous knowing 
that Dr. Gross once played 
the role professionally. 
"It makes it harder, 
because I'm tempted to do it 
the    way    he    did    il,""- 
MacClennan said. However. 
MacClennan said be doesn't 
attempt    to    imitate    Dr. 
Gross's Falstaff. 
"I still want to be my own 
man. be independent," be 
said. MacClennan said be 
thinks Dr. Gross is demand- 
ing, but a good teacher. 
He expects you to do a 
lot of creating on your own. 
It's hard on you. but when 
it's over, you've learned." 
he said 
"He's very brilliant as 
well as professional, and, as 
a result, he demands a lot of 
respect," MacClennan said 
Tavern 
scene 
Members of the cast of Henry IV gather in the tavern scene to enjoy a mug or 
two. The play will have a four-night run and is a result of several weeks' work 
on the part of the student actors and others involved in the production. 
RIF pares Reserve officers 
By Ewart Rouse 
Associate Press Writer 
FT D1X, N.J (API -The 
Army calls it "RIF." and 
lots of old soldiers 
remember the last time it 
happened-when they traded 
oak leaf clusters and silver 
bars for the stripes of an 
enlisted man. 
KIF stands for reduction 
in force, and it presently is 
being used to bring the 
Army's peacetime strength 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I I 
I 
the little college 
SPRING QUARTER OFFERINGS 
1) FOR ALL FRESHMEN 
An opportunity available to freshmen students to study controversial 
problems with a focus on choosing among alternative solutions. Small 
classes with an emphasis on discussion and personal interaction with 
other students and the professor. Those with questions may call either 
Neil Browne or Paul Haas at 372-2646. Otherwise, merely sign up at 
registration time for: "The Making and Manipulation of Images"; 
Arts and Sciences 100. Section 1001. 4 hours. Browne 10-12 TR 
OR 
Arts and Sciences 100. Section 1002. 4 hours. Haas 1-3 TR 
2) FOR FRESHMEN HAVING PREVIOUSLY TAKEN 
THE "IMAGES" COURSE: 
to less than one million 
This time, however. RIF is 
different than it was 
following the Korean War. 
After Korea, many Reserve 
officers on active duty who 
were KIFed were given the 
option of remaining in the 
service as enlisted men. 
mostly noncoma. This time 
they are being mustered out 
completely. 
The Army's goal is a 
peacetime force budgeted at 
841.000 by mid-1973 
THE RIF program has 
brought an air of uncertainty 
among the thousand Reserve 
officers at this sprawling 
post. 
According to I.t Col 
William liramblel. director 
of personnel, 69 officers, 
including 3 majors, already 
have been informed that 
their services no longer are 
required, and the records of 
several hundred others have 
been sent to an Army board 
of officers in Washington for 
review 
RIF. Bramblet explains, is 
across the board A total of 
1,067 enlisted men all 
regular draftees--who were 
scheduled for release next 
June, were released in 
December and last month 
under a special early release 
program. This, he says, was 
in addition to those 
"normally" scheduled for 
release at that time. 
EFFICIENCY,   he   savs. 
was the first criterion used 
as a basis for elimination. 
According to Maj. G.F. 
Kallina. finance and 
accounting officer. Reserve 
officers who are eliminated 
under the RIF program are 
entitled to readjustment pay 
after    five    vears    of 
continuous military service. 
Readjustment pay for 
officers with "clean" 
records is being computed 
on the basis of two months' 
salary for each year of 
service, with a maximum of 
two years' salary or $15,000 
whichever is less, he says. 
"The Ideas of the Chemist — The Language of Chemistry": 
Arts and Sciences 100. Section 1003. 3 hours. Dave Newman 2:00 TWR 
OR 
b) "The Evolution of Man's Image of the Universe": 
Arts and Sciences 100. Section 1004. 3 hours. Ptak and Stoner 2:00 MTR 
Display to feature 
graphic art works 
The School of Art will sponsor an exhibition and sale of 
original graphic art by contemporary and old master artists" 
on Friday. February 11 from 10 a.m. to 5 p.m in the Fine 
ArtsBldg 
Arranged by the Ferdinand Roten Galleries of Baltimore. 
Maryland, the exhibition will include over 1.000 original etch- 
ings, lithographs and woodcuts by artists such as Picasso. 
Chagall. Miro. Dali. Goya. Renoir. Kollwitz and many 
others including contemporary American. European and 
Japanese printmakers 
Prices start at 15.00 with the majority priced under $100. 
A representative of the Roten Galleries will be present at 
the exhibition to answer any questions the public may have 
regarding graphic art and printmaking. 
give... 
you can't lose 
Charities Week 
February 7-12 
DON'T AVOID TEMPTATION 
SEE AND HEAR THE TEMPTATIONS 
THIS THURSDAY AT MEMORIAL HALL 
CONCERT STARTS AT 8:00 P.M. 
"    DOORS OPEN AT 7:15 
- Ball of Confusion 
- Psychedelic Shack 
- Cloud Nine 
- Can't Get Next To You 
- I Wish It Would Rain 
ALL TICKETS — $3.00 
ON SALE NOW AT THE 
UNION TICKET OFFICE 
Th.BG N.W!, Tumfay. Wnuory I, 1*7a/P«f« S 
Compo/gners to benefit 
Field work credit set 
Today s 
special 
Theresa Doenges, freshman (A&S) and a itud«nt in the 
Clutter College, ponders "Wilma'»" menu and considers the 
choke between today's special and a "25-tont hamburger". 
The political science 
department will offer 
between one and three hours 
of academic credit for 
students participating in 
field work involving 
presidential primaries. 
Dr Gerald Rigby. 
department chairman, has 
approved a recommendation 
from the Curriculum 
Committee to establish a set 
of standards for field work 
courses during the 1972 
presidential primary season 
Dr. Dennis Anderson, 
assistant professor of 
political science, has been 
named coordinator of off- 
campus field work. Dr. 
William C. Spragens. 
associate     professor     of 
Eclipse costs Cambodia 
Pr'NOM   PENP   1AP1 
Premier    Lon     Nol    says 
Cambodian    soldiers    who 
shot up a mythical monster 
they believed was devouring 
Albums 
The Falcon Marching 
Band Albums are now 
available lo those who 
ordered them The 
records can be picked 
up after 10 a m today in 
the lobby ol (he Music 
Building 
the moon during a recent 
eclipse wasted so much 
ammunition the army might 
have run short in case of 
attack. 
The marshal, who doubles 
as commander in chief of the 
Cambodian army, navy and 
air foce. described the hour- 
long shootout on Jan 30 as 
an ill' considered action and 
threatened to court-martial 
officers and men who go on 
such shooting sprees 
In an angry radio speech to 
troops over the weekend. 
Lon Nol said the fusillade- 
Gregory to speak 
on racism, politics 
Civil rights advocate Dick Gregory will speak at Findlay 
College Wednesday at 2 p.m. in Croy Physical Kducation 
Center 
During the last several months. Gregory has been touring 
American college campuses to lecture on racism, politics, 
war and bureaucracy 
Since April 24, 1971 he has been fasting lo protest the 
Indochina war I'e has vowed to continue the last until the 
war ends 
During the 1960s, Gregory led many civil rights 
demonstrations in the South and in his home town. Chicago 
Pe was also a write-in candidate lor the presidency during 
the 1968 election. 
I'e has appeared on Broadway and television and made his 
movie debut in   Sweet Love, Bitter." 
Pis speech Wednesday is sponsored by the Findlay College 
Convocation Series The public is welcome 
•BELTS-70 Styles 
•INCENSE CONES AND 
STICKS-20 Flavors 
EARRINGS-2000 Styles 
BLACKUTES & FIXTURES 
18" - $9.99 
WIND CHIMES 
i RINGS -1000 STYLES 
(ALL 20% OFF) 
HOURS 
11 TO 5 OAIIY 
11 TO 4 SAT. 
e^*a*^e*^*^>*^*^e^k^*a^k>^M 
904 [. WOOSTER 
NEXTTOT.O.'i 
FREE 
COKES 
TONIGHT 
with any PIZZA order 
from 
DOMINO'S B 
352-5221 D 
which lit up the night sky 
over Phnom Penh with 
tracer bullets-took 2 lives 
and wounded 85 
It cost Cambodia millions 
of reels worth of 
ammunition, the marshal 
said, and was "a serious blot 
on the honor of the Khmer 
Republic " 
THE SOLDIERS were 
trying to drive away 
Keahou. a legendary 
monster who is a malevolent 
brother to the sun and the 
moon Tradition teaches that 
only by making great muse 
could they prevent Reahou 
from gobbling up the moon 
during the eclipse, 
darkening their nights 
lorever 
For the average 
Cambodian soldier. Reahou 
surpasses myth Fabulous 
beats and monsters from 
ancient Khmer folk legends 
are as real to him as the 
cattle wandering placidly 
through downtown Phnom 
Penh 
Omens and oracles play an 
important part in 
decisionmaking for many 
Cambodians Marshal Lon 
Nol himself frequently seeks 
the advice of seers and other 
mvstics. 
political science, will assist 
him 
STUDENTS interested in 
the program should enroll in 
Policital Science Ml.' 
However, they should 
consult with Dr Anderson or 
Dr Spragens before 
registering for the course 
Students taking the course 
for one hour of credit will be 
required to read material on 
campaigning from at least 
two sources. They must also 
keep a record of time spent 
in campaign headquarters or 
with candidates. 
A preliminary account of 
what the student expects lo 
learn from the field 
experience must be 
submitted. 
An eight-to-10-page paper 
relating practical 
experience to expectations, 
findings or problems cited in 
campaign literature must be 
turned in at the end of the 
quarter. 
Students taking the course 
for two credit hours will be 
expected to meet the same 
requirements with two 
exceptions: they must read 
material from no less than 
four sources and the final 
paper must be from 12 to 15 
pages. 
Students enrolling for 
three    credit     hours    are 
Development director 
joins WBGU-TV staff 
I ..in.i R Baker has joined 
the staff of WBGU-TV as 
Director of Development 
and Public Information, 
effective February 1. 
Per main responsibilities 
will be to obtain support 
funds and production grants 
from stale and national 
government agencies and to 
secure underwriting funds 
from local businessmen and 
companies for local and 
regional public interest 
programs 
A graduate of Washburn 
UuhWSlty, Topeka, with a 
bachelor of arts degree in 
speech and philosophy, Ms. 
Baker has done graduate 
work at the University of 
Kansas Graduate School of 
Journalism with emphasis 
on radio-television-film 
SKI ASPEN 
SPRING BREAK 
$275 
Includes front., lifts (6 days), 
lodging (7 nights) 
Call: Dick Bowers 372-2192. or Sally Parent 372-2209 
— B.G. APARTMENTS— 
818 & 822 Second Street 
3 blocks from center of campus 
ALL APARTMENTS INCLUDE: 
•FREE CABLE TV 
•GAS, WATER, SEWAGE FURNISHED 
•WOOD PANELED LIVING ROOM 
• PLENTY OF STORAGE SPACE 
•MODERN KITCHEN W/MATCHING STOVE & REFRIGERATOR 
•CENTRAL AIR and HEATING SYSTEMS 
•2 BEDROOMS 
occupancy 4 persons 
NINE MONTHS LEASE from Sept. 15 to June 15 
only $65  month per person 
TWELVE MONTH LEASE starting June 15 or Sept. 15 
only $55  month per person 
• SUMMER JUNE 15 TO SEPT. 1 ONLY $350 TOTAL 
PHONE 352-0288 OR 353-0315 
WAWR-93.5FM 
STARTS SUNDAY, FEB. 13th 
1 - 4 P.M. 
expected to meet the 
requirements for those 
receiving only two credits as 
well as play a significant 
role in a campaign. 
THEY ARE'also expected 
to work nine or 10 hours a 
week in some responsible 
position in a campaign 
organization 
Students may be awarded 
more than three credit hours 
if they combine 
experimental studies and 
political science credits. For 
example, a student may 
want to work fuH-time for a 
candidate for 16 hours 
credit 
Such a plan needs the 
approval of Dr. Trevor 
Phillips, associate professor 
of experimental studies, 
and the political science 
department 
The department has 
recommended that students 
enroll in the course on a 
pass-fail basis 
I-'IM more information, 
contact Dr, Koger Anderson. 
Dr. Dennis Anderson ot Dr 
Spragens in the political 
science department, or Oreg 
Jackson, director of the 
Office of Voter Facilitation. 
325 Williams Tall 
STADIUM VIEW 
SUNOCO 
SNAP-ON 
WHEEL ALIGNMENT 
ROAD SERVICE 
ALL TYPES OF 
REPAIR WORK 
24 HR. SERVICE 
352-9014 
1530 E. WOOSTER 
OPERA IS NOT 
JUST A WORD 
IT'S A 
E^Wci 
JOYOUS 
EXPERIENC 
XPERIENI 
JOYOUS 
0NFEB  17 
OPERA IS NOT 
JUST A WORD 
IF YOU CANT 
BELIEVE THESE 
FEATURES. STOP 
AND SEE THEM AT 
Cherry Hill 
Village 
S ColkgC Dr. at 
Vipt'olrnn ltd . Bowling (ireen 
• 2 b«droomi 
• Central Ga» 
Air-Condihomng 
i« All furniture included 
• Bath and-ahalf 
'•Cable TV 
I • Utilities paid except elec.. 
averaging (6 mo 
| • F.xtra large closets 
• Laundry area available 
• Gas lite front entrance 
•Underground utilities 
• Patios with gas grills 
• Village-wide security system 
for undisturbed privacy 
• Plenty of free, lighted 
parking areas 
•Carpeted halls and indoor en- 
trances 
•Pass to Recreation Bldg 
Kn'i Rec. Room 
No Rubbish Removal 
Charge 
Yard Maintenance At 
No Extra Cost 
Gas Heal. Gas Range. 
Gas Fired Domestic Hot 
Water Furnished 
i person occupancy 
Ml PER PERSON/MONTH 
UPPER LEVEL 
«7.M PER PERSON/MONTH 
LOWER LEVEL 
9 month lease 
available 
SEE MODEL APT. 
AT K3 NAPOLEON RD. 
APT.S 
Hours: 
Mon.-Frl 8:38-5:00pm 
Sal.-Sun. 1-5 p.m. or Bv ADDI 
Prefetted Propetlies 
COURSES 
RELATING TO 
THE BLACK 
EXPERIENCE 
OFFERED FOR 
3RD QUARTER: 
SPEECH 350 
Drama of Racial Conflict. 4 
hrs. Instructor: John Scott 
Reading and discussion of 
contemporary Plays by Black 
playwrights. 
ARTS & SCIENCE 
300 
Mass Media and Minority 
Groups, 4 hrs. Instructor. 
Ron Lomas. Treatment of 
minority groups by the Mass 
Media. 
SPEECH 211 
Black    Oratory. 
structor, Ron Lomas. 
4    hrs.    In- 
EXPERIMENTAL 
STUDIES 300,100 
Introduction to Afro-Ameri- 
can Studies. 4 hrs. Instruc- 
tor: Robert Perry. 
ENGLISH 372 
English for Minority Groups. 
4 hrs. Instructor: Wayne 
Erahm. Survey course be- 
ginning with the roots of 
Black Poetry through the 
Spiritual and Work Songs 
ending with Revolutionary 
Poetry. 
MUSIC 101 OR 
BLUES 301 
Jazz. Black Roots. 4 hrs. 
Instructor, Joan Lundy. Gives 
Black perspectives of jazz 
and blues. 
ARTS & SCIE. 300 
African Literature. 5 hrs. 
Instructor, Ernest Champion. 
SOCIOLOGY 341 
Juvenile Delinquency. 3 hrs. 
Instructor. Robert Perry. 
SOCIOLOGY 341 
Juvenile Delinquency, 4 hrs. 
Instructor, Linda Moore and 
others. 
Pan** A/TK* M Mews, Tuasdny. February •. ■♦7J 
Communications career choices 
By Jerry Rich*rdson 
Communications is a com- 
prehensive area which can 
include many career choices 
for students majoring in 
English, speech, journalism 
or foreign languages. 
None of these majors pre- 
pares an individual for a 
specific vocation, but the 
person who majors in one or 
more of these fields and who 
considers electing some 
specific entry level skills 
will have a wide variety of 
vocations available. 
A major in English can 
prepare an individual for 
many different jobs if he 
reviews and plans for entry 
level opportunities 
HIS ADVANCED language 
skills will help him express 
clearly and effectively the 
information being covered 
He develops an ability to 
express tilings creatively 
He also acquires a critical 
and analytical mind regard- 
ing his surroundings. 
Although he possesses no 
specific vocational skill, he 
will find his background is a 
significant asset in any 
occupation in which 
communication plays a role. 
A major in speech also 
covers a wide variety of 
vocational areas. People 
who derive satisfaction 
from helping others develop 
poise and ability lo prepare 
and deliver public addresses 
and participate in debate, 
can become employed as 
speech teachers. 
But vacancies in this area 
are very limited and compe- 
tition is intense 
Speech is not lo be con- 
fused with speech and hear- 
ing therapy. The latter 
entails a study of the phy- 
sical and psychological 
aspects of speech disorders 
with primary emphasis on 
the nature and treatment of 
articulation and voice dis- 
orders 
JOURNALISM majors 
should plan as broad a curri- 
culum as possible since the 
journalist    must    be    well 
H. isanello s 
203  N   Main 
■owRng Ora.n   Ohio 
w. UM '-.*< Do.tk 
FREE  Delivery 
IN OUI) PORTABLE OVENS 
352-6782 | 352-5166 | 
Any I Item 
Any 2 Items 
Any J  Items 
hhn 
e.lr.   ChMM 
IT1MI 
* Npam] 
• O-..-, • A* 
Ounitl. -   10   Uxk 
$1.10 
I 30 
ISO 
1.70 
1*0 
.15 
II   l-<K 
$1.40 
1.70 
300 
230 
360 
20 
• s..i 
14 kKfc 
190 
230 
2.70 
3.10 
3 50 
.33 
II   iMh 
$2 90 
3.40 
3.90 
4 30 
410 
35 
•   MWUM.M,, 
H— •   Hi.. 
16 oz size - Pepsi, Or. Pepper, 7 Up - .20 
Bring a hearty appetite and 
for a great steak dinner 
Tuesday is Family Nighi al Ponderosa from 
4 P.M. on. A $1.39 Family Steak, baked potato, 
salad and roll, all lor 99(. Every Tuesday. 
/•-;V, ^#i*?^Q 
PONDEROSA STEAK HOUSE 
E. WOOSTER ST. ACROSS FROM 
THE FOOTBAU STADIUM 
informed on many subjects. 
A foreign language major 
is becoming increasingly 
important With satellite 
communications and the 
international problems that 
face today's world, a lan- 
guage major can contribute 
to international unity and 
understanding. 
What positions exist in the 
broad field of communica- 
tions'1 
Careers in at least 26 fields 
make use of communica- 
tions skills Some of these 
include advertising, labor 
relations, market analysis 
operations research, person- 
nel, public relations, radio 
and television, sales, 
systems analysis and copy- 
writing or editing 
THERE ARE several 
possibilities for English 
majors 
In addition to teaching I the 
number of vacancies is far 
below the number of candi- 
dates), an English major 
may head into law. political 
science,   the  ministry   and 
business fields. 
Appropriate skills in 
English can be utilized in 
library work, radio and tele- 
vision, free lance writing, 
literary research, advertis- 
ing and copywriting. 
Some of those areas which 
can utilize an English major 
may also be able to utilize a 
journalism major. 
However, journalists may 
also find employment with 
magazines (including techni- 
cal and trade publication), 
short story writing, social 
service agencies and manu- 
script preparation and 
reporting. 
Obviously, some of these 
positions may be within the 
realm of possibilities for 
someone who has majored in 
speech. Drama, radio and 
television and journalism all 
deal with some aspect of 
broadcasting or perform- 
ance. 
AGAIN, the world of busi- 
ness can utilize some of the 
special skills a speech major 
studies   The poise and self- 
confidence of an orator can 
be a definite asset to a sales- 
man 
Some of the specific voca- 
tional choices open to a for- 
eign language major would 
also include the broad- 
casting field (radio-TV. 
journalism, etc). 
But there are also job 
opportunities in transporta- 
tion, tour agencies, inter- 
preting, scientific research 
and translating. 
Libraries, newspaper and 
magazines depend on lin- 
guists, as do book publishers. 
And international banks and 
companies can also use a 
good linguist. 
For further information or 
for employment counseling, 
contact the Counseling Cen- 
ter or the Career Planning 
and Placement Otfice. third 
floor. Student Services Bldg. 
Publications, counseling and 
testing are available to all 
students 
*m*Km hr Mlih.al hHmm 
Ah, excuse ma, but. Even Jacob's ladder led to heaven  Either 
#*»   nnu/hora   ,*,i* 'od^'•, N '"»••>'" HM snow, or someone moved the waH 
TO  nOWnere   0, fh# n#w hutin„t Administration Bldg. 
Ends Tonight "Lady and the Tump'' at 7.00, 9:00 
HBOHHB 
THEATRE 
$1.00 
Every Thursday for BGSU 
•nd High School Students (I.D. pleait) 
STARTS WEDNESDAY 
Evo. at 7:20, 9:25 
The disenchantment 
of an All-American'Jock. 
ro»i»u»Ahciu»nt; 
""relax*! 
• ■Mmooucio* 
HE SAID 
A Film by 
JACK NICHOLSON 
WILLIAM TEPPER KAREN BUCK MICHAEL MARGOTIA BRUCE DERM ROBERT TOWNE 
HENRY IAGL0H MIKE WARREN - *—. n Sim Bl June.«Jack Nicholson 
NWII Jack Nicholson • ima* **■■,■»*■*«», Jenmy Lamer 
iH Jtramy limn M Jack Nicholson . bam M. Bail Schneider [RJ 
Coming  February  16 
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THE WIZARD OF ID hy Brant   parkar and   Johnny   hart 
um   CLaSSIFIED -*®»~ 
IPVUVSOr KOITODr «» GP  UnrlMVMtil 
$100 
PER 
MONTH 
WHILE ATTENDING 
COLLEGE 
AS A MEMBER OF THE PLATOON LEADERS CLASS PROGRAM YOU TRAIN 
DURING THE SUMMER WITH NO ON-CAMPUS OBLIGATION, ARE DRAFT 
DEFERRED AND RECEIVE YOUR COMMISSION THE DAY YOU GRADUATE 
FROM COLLEGE. 
SEE MAJOR WOOD AT THE MARINE DISPLAY IN UNIVERSITY HALL FOR 
FURTHER DETAILS. 
8:30 A.M. -4:30 P.M. 
8 & 9 FEBRUARY 
Conneaut          PI'ILIP best oiler 362-0612 alter 5 30 
CAMPUS CALENDAR MORTON      COUSTOM 
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Commuter  tenter   Poetry   Reading  Series.  8 15pm. Nol , mir,c|e. but a step u, m Ctaw.  good  rondltnn 
Commuter Center Lounge Joint reading by Ste\en Crowe the right direction 1150 352 4229 
J. Murray MirU     ._._. _. ..._  "  
Student Worshiping Service. Prout Chapel. 6pm Alpha Gams    Thanks  lor 1    male    needed    Spring 
helping us celebrate our new Quarter   •   Winthrop  South 
University Karate Club. Grand Ballroom. Union. 7-9pm recipe     A   smashing   good SS2-OJ44 
 timme" PhiTaus  
BituM                                                                                  Needed 1 F rmmte now and 
_                   _            LAST Cl'ANCE!' I days • Carnival" In the Union' Sat spring    Greenvie*   137 50 
—. ...   —   .                  nights   in   Daytona   Beach Keb 12 - lor charity 3S2-1235 alter 5 Hide needed lo Honda «i . 
share e«oe               7W1           """        lrlp    '"nsportalion               
M429    p™*""" I'*,lor      1125 Call 354-4493 lor mlo Chris   Thurs night was a Roommate M  1033 Varsity 
  BIO mrpnae and 1 loved it' Sv Apt alter 5 will PAY 'i 
mm 11       1  11                  Interested in science lietion Your   little " Lynne 1st MO RENT 
__..^                                 and comics'Call Jack 2-10W    
Mothers helper needed hv      * Terry JS2-7J40 Debbie   I'm to glad you're FOR YOU - A SPECIAL 
laculii couolc 1 child 1 i.h'i  m>   b'«  Lov' * Alpn* Pl" DEAL" 4-man apt to Sum 
aTus"    mot    2,T       Watch   adjustment,   watch Your  little   Mtndy sublet Pool * air-cond 352 
dinner     Musi    have    rar        ^"rm«     ""f"   ci,Kun*       ,   . rTT  «J»» evening. 
References rail iiu. 1 v.\      {ux P>»ranteed service at L Logan Our tamily sure u  
iwretwc*. call alter 2. JSJ.       THE    W0RKING     t'AND growmg' So glad to be your F roommate needed Spring 
              CRAFT    CENTER    515 "BIG ' Phi Love. Marty Call353-OU4 
Girll wanted lor modeling.       V*"**1" ~~ —  —  
including nude SUrtuu oav  TKE • ■ corajrau   A   learn 1   M   rmate  Spr.Sum   or 
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Urgent' Male grad needs 
roomie immediately Two 
bedroom, furnished, tlh St 
Call 352-7775 
2 bedroom lurnished 
apartment lor married 
couple or two grad students 
No children, no pels TPE 
CI'ARLES APARTMENTS 
2 blocks from University 
1170 per month Available 
commenceing Spring 
Quarter Call 352-5296 
I F  needed Spr  Qtr  Call 
362-7333 
1 men needed 10 share apt 
lor Spring Qtr Regular 
•45 mo now l&O mo Call 
Bob or Wes 352-0753 
1 I needed Spring Winthrop 
S 445 mo 352-7243 
2-man apt lor rent at 
Greenview Sum Qtr Betty 
352-0360 evenings 
SERVICES OFFERED 
WILL DO TYPING   Phone 
352-9345 
WANTED 
Wanted F to lour Western 
U S Sprnuj 2-3546 
Wanted coed room 4 Board 
I* eichange lor housework 
Must have car 423-4*40 
PERSONALS 
Att.nlwo Women students. 
(acuity, stall The deadline 
for returning Mortar Board 
forms Is ataadad on* week 
Cycles Unlimited lor the 
lines! In complete custom & 
paint work. All bike repaired 
Parts li accessories 500 
Lehman Ave. beside the 
1 racks 352 5543 
For yon weddng bands or 
class rings see as lirst 
Perlect gifts lor say 
occasion. VATAN'S 10* N. 
Main 
Engaged? Need a portrait' 
Call Pagers Studio 353 5445 
A TRIP TO TPE MOON 
costs more than a trip 10 
TPE WORKING PAND 
CRAFT     CENTER    Sit 
Charily begins with YOU' 
Charity Carnival Sat Fab 12 
"The TEMPS are coming" 
FOR SALE OR RENT 
34mm cam w case rgeldr f 
17 MO 444-4441 
Buick 44 PS PB Electra. 
good tires Call 353-4101 after, 
1:3* 
Slingerland dran set. 
eireUeal condition 2-HI* 
IT I If motile home good 
condition, fuiaiasad. Caa 
stay oa present lot. 42*0* or 
Spring ii Summer - I 
bedroom lurnished apt 1125 
mo. ph. 242-741* 
M r-mate 5 room apt 
175 nv. 344-3302 
F roommate needed • FEB 1 
FREE - OWM  ROOM 351 
0627 
Female roommate Summer 
155 mo 252-4171 
Need females to 
Soring Otr MARCP PAID 2 
3222 
1 F. rmmte needed Spr Qtr 
Cute apt Cheap Close to 
campus Call 243-7*31 alter 4 
Siadmt * faculty. I ar - I 
balk. I br - IVi hath. 2 br • 2 
balk. 1140 4 up Call 
PaadhKon Realty 3S3-344I 
I male roommate lor Spring 
Quarter or uvimediately 
occapancy 144 par month 
•eluding utilities 354-7112 
2    F    roommates 
Spring Call 242-74M 
1 Prelerred Properties offers 
CPERRY PILL VILLAGE 
w eiclusive 4 D's Club aad 
Cherrywood Rec Center 
Model open 7 days a week. 4- 
5 Mon-Frv 1-9 Sat. and San 
Napoleon Rd Phone 342-4174 
or 7324 
"!h.»ON.wi,Tu«d«Y,M>.U«Ky 1,1972/^^.7 
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»RA, Bnfish troops fight for control 
Northern lreland--the war goes on 
By Colin Froil 
BELFAST. Northern 
Ireland (AP)-In the Nor- 
thern Ireland countryside, 
rolling hills rich in cattle and 
sheep, three men hammer at 
the door ol a small farm- 
house 
"JohnCampbell." saysthe 
one packing a Tommy gun. 
'."your hour has come " 
: A burst of bullets mows 
the victim down in front of 
his family I'e wa,s a mem- 
ber of the police reserves 
In Belfast, or Newry. or 
Londonderry, a car draws up 
by a hotel, an office building 
or a pub Three men gel out 
Two tote pistols, one a bomb 
"THIS IS the IRA. they 
shout People inside are 
given two minutes, five 
minutes or sometimes half 
an    hour    to    leave    the 
premises. 
Operations like these are 
typical of the guerrilla war 
which has thrown Northern 
Ireland into turmoil. The 
IRA is fighting to wrench the 
province from British rule 
and join it with the Irish 
Republic   This  time  it  is 
determined to win. no mat- 
ter how violent the price. 
Britain has dispatched 
15.000 of its Best troops to 
counter the campaign and 
keep Northern Ireland part 
of the United Kingdom. Yet 
the war goes on. 
It goes on despite the jail- 
ing of hundreds of suspected 
Blade editor to speak 
on black-white study 
William A Brower. assistant manageing editor of the 
Toledo Blade, will speak Wednesday. Feb 9 at 8 p m about 
his findings on changes in the black-white situation over the 
last 20 years 
Brower is preparing for publication a study on the black- 
white situation in 40 cities across the United States. Mis 
study is based on a tour of American cities made 20 years ago 
and a recent tour re-tracing those steps 
Sponsored by Sigma Delta Chi. a professional journalistic 
society, the discussion is free and open to the public It will 
be held in the Alumni Room. Union. 
IRA activists. 
The IRA admits intern- 
ment has shattered its mid- 
dle leadership. It admits, 
too, that outright confronta- 
tion with the British army 
has cost it casualties. 
THE RESULT is that the 
IRA has been obliged to 
change its orthodox military 
system of command into a 
small-unit cell system. 
These units are largely 
independent, although coor- 
dinated through liaison offi- 
cers when necessary. 
A further result is that 
IRA officials-the revolu- 
tionaries who a year ago 
were in decline-are now the 
pacesetters. 
The British army contends 
that   the   Provisional   IRA 
wing has taken a physical 
beating, at least in Belfast. 
The officials have set the 
O, Employment pportunitie 
During the week of Feb 
21. the Office of Career Plan 
ning and Placement will be 
open Monday. Thursday and 
Friday from 8 am to 5 p.m 
On Tuesday and Wednesday, 
the office will be remain 
open until 9 p in 
Each interview date listed 
below is followed by a 
second date in parentheses 
The indicates the first day 
the sign-up schedule will be 
posted 
BUSINESS 
FEBRUARY 22 i Feb. 14 > 
Burke Marketing 
Research-Women for Mginl 
Trns . Men for Exec Trns & 
Research Fellow 
American Greetings-No 
report yet 
Westinghouse Electric 
Corp.-Fin Mgmt.. Credit 
Corp 
Lincoln    Nat'l    Life-No 
i eport yet 
Marathon Oil Aids & Tax 
Accts 
FEBRUARY 23 i Feb 141 
General Motors-Prod 
Mgmt . Acctg. 
Lincoln Nat'l Life-No 
report yet 
Sherwin-Williams-Audit- 
ing. Acctg . Chemistry 
Texaco-Geologists. 
Geophysicisls.     Interviews 
will be held in Geology Dept 
Should sign up in Placement 
Ernst & Ernst-Staff Accts. 
FEBRUARYS! (Feb. 14) 
Goodyear Tire & Rubber- 
Mktg Mgmt Trnc 
Maskins & Sells-No report 
yet 
General Electric Co.-No 
report yet 
Burroughs Corp Business 
Forms & Supplies Div.-Sales 
General     Motors-Prod 
Mgmt . Acctg 
FEBRUARY 25 (Feb 151 
Dow Coming-Sales. Prod. 
Spvrn Design Eng.. Proc. 
Eng.. Plant Proc Eng. 
Acctg . Research. Tech Ser 
&Dev. 
PPG Industries-Fin Mgt . 
Indlnd Sales. Credit Mgt. 
SCHOOLS 
FEBRUARY 22 (Feb 141 
Montgomery Co. Schl.. O.- 
Most Areas 
••W. Geauga Schl . O-No 
report yet 
FEBRUARY 23 (Feb 14) 
• W Geauga Schl , O.-No 
report yet 
Akron Pb Schls.. O.-No 
report yet 
Muskingum Area Voc- 
Tech Center, O.-No report 
Mayfield City Schls.. O- 
All areas 
FEBRUARY 24 i Feb 14) 
W. Geauga Schl . O.-No 
report yet 
Mayfield City Schls . O- 
All areas 
Middletown Bd of Educ. 
O.-No report yet 
Port Clinton Bd of Ed.. 
O.-All areas 
Southwestern City Schls.. 
O.-All areas 
FEBRUARY 25 I Feb. 151 
Central Ohio Sp Ed. Plan- 
ning Center. O.-EMR-NI', 
Learn. Dis. Consultant. 
EMR Consultant-Supervisor 
North Royalton City Schi . 
O.-Sec. English, Sec. Math. 
Sec. Gen. Sci. EMR 
•• Evening Only 
• Evening Also 
Choral group to hear 
tenor, alto auditions 
' ■ Tenors and altos are now 
being auditioned for the 
Toledo Symphony 
Chorale. 
Under   the   direction   ol 
Robert Porter. University ol 
Toledo member, the chorale 
sings    with    the    Toledo 
Symphony Orchestra in two 
concerts   each   season   in 
; addition  to  giving  its own 
;.two-concert    series    with 
• performances in December 
and May 
' In May the chorale will 
join the orchestra in the 
complete ballet music from 
Cheerleaders 
to sponsor bus 
to tournament 
The hockey cheerleaders 
are sponsoring a bus trip to 
the Central Collegiate 
Hockey Association hockey 
tournament in St. Louis. 
March 3 and 4 
The    bus    will    leave 
Bowling Green on  Friday, 
March  3   and   Will   return 
I        Sunday, March 5. 
1 Anyone interested in the 
trip should call Pat 
Mabluetzel. 2-4185 or Connie 
Casseday, 352-5886 
"Daphnis and Chloe" by 
It.i he The chorale will 
appear in their spring 
concert at Mary Manse in 
Ursuline Auditorium on May 
IS at 8 p.m. 
Vocalists interested in 
auditioning should phone 248 
6487 or 382-0644 
Congratulations Candy & 
Donkey on your 
Beta Theta Pi 
lavaliering and pinning! 
Xi love - Your Big, little & Grand little 
u. 
A. 
O. 
TOBOGGANING TRIP 
IRISH HILLS, MICH. 
Feb. 21 
$4.00 
Sign-up in U.AO. Office 
HENRYS 
FEB.M2. B'DDF.M. 
r. 
WE NEED TO KNOW 
IF YOU PLAN TO GO 
SPRING BREAK IN NASSAU 
CONTACT U.A.O. OFFICE 
EXPERIMENTAL STUDIES 
offers 
"WOMEN IN THE ARTS: 
Their Image and 
Perpetuation of 
Sexual Stereotypes" 
Interested Students may 
register in the Experimental 
Studies Office — Ed. Bldg. 
Class Meetings: Mon., 7- JO p.m. 
. Instructor: Nancy Stepp 
pace this year by reverting 
to their 1968-69 tactic of 
mass demonstrations allied 
with astute propaganda and 
the use of selective terror 
against local politicians and 
"collaborators" Roman 
Catholic members of the 
security forces 
PROV1SIONALS     are 
orthodox Irish nationalists 
with no real political objec- 
tive apart from Irish unity. 
They have been hammered 
but not defeated. 
Provisional leaders claim, 
and no one disputes it. that 
for every man killed or cap- 
tured they have at least six 
ready to take his place. 
Gordon photos 
receive honors 
James R. Gordon, asso- 
ciate professor of journ- 
alism, won two awards in 
the annual photography con- 
test sponsored by the Ohio 
News Photographers 
Association (ONPA). 
Gordon, a 1956 graduate of 
the University, placed 
second in the color picture 
story category and received 
an honorable mention in the 
color portrait and personal- 
ity category. 
Other alumni receiving 
awards are: 
Timothy Culek 11969). 
photographer for the Cleve- 
land Press, third place, 
black and white general 
news coverage. 
Terry Wol (19661. chief 
photographer for the Mans- 
field News Journal, honor- 
able mention, fashion and 
society. 
James Fiedler (19711. 
photographer for the l.orain 
Journal, second place, fea- 
ture. 
Carl Skalak 119701. photo- 
grapher    for   The    Elyria 
Chronicle-Telegram, honor- 
able mention, color pic- 
torial. 
Awards will be presented 
at the ONPA winter meeting 
and seminar Feb 25-27 in 
Perrysburg. 
Students in the Scienc* library, located in th» 
Math-Science Bldg., take advantage of the 
quiet atmosphere and study, road the 
headlines or peruse the classified ads. 
Housing hearings slated 
The newly formed I'ousing 
Advisory Committee will 
hold open hearings in 
residence halls next week to 
discuss living conditions 
with residents 
According to Associate 
Dean ol Students. Fayetta 
Paulsen, chairman, the 
committee hopes to gather 
information from many 
sources so that "meaningful 
recommendations can be 
made regarding the primary 
needs in residence hall 
living ' This includes 
maintenance, repair, 
renovation. stalling, 
programs and regulations 
The   open   hearings   are 
scheduled f»i -Monday. 
Feb 14. 5 00-6 30 p.m.. 
Offenhauer East Main 
Lounge -Tuesday. Feb. 15. 
3:30-5:00 p.m., Rodgers 
Main lounge -Wednesday. 
Feb 16. 10:00-11 30 p.m.. 
Chapman Main Lounge 
Students    wishing    to 
arrange a specific lime to 
meet   with  the  committee 
should call the Office of the. 
Associate Dean of Students. 
372-2456 
Interested students may 
also request to meet with the 
committee at any of their 
weekly meetings held 
Thursday at 3:30 p.m.. in 425 
Student Services Bldg. 
IF YOU CAN FLY 1 
WHY NOT 
THE 
JnTactThe 
department of Aerospace Studies 
Memorial Hall 372-2176 
About The 
Air Force ROTC 2-Year Program 
BABY OWLS ARE 
GETTING HIGH 
FOR THEIR 
RIGS! 
Congratulations to the newly 
elected officers of Delta Zeta 
President - Barb Bennett 
1st V. P. (Pledge Trainer) - Denise Bowshier 
2nd V.P. (Rush Chairman) - Karen Dempsey 
Treasurer - Barb Brunner 
Rec. Secretary - Chris Miller 
Corresponding Sec. - Mary Thomas 
Historian - Mary DeMaria 
Chaplain - Jean Moore 
Social Chairman - Karen Kammeyer 
Scholarship Chairman - Debby Hoppens 
Activities Chairman - Becky Mowen 
Standards Chairman - Pat Conley 
House Chairman - Bonnie Michlos 
Panhels Delegate - Jan Stressen 
Thanks To the Old for a Job 
Well Done! 
OLD TIME MOVIES - 3rd Floor 
WAYNE ROOM - SHOWS AT 7:00 P.M. 
ON FRI., FEB. 11 AND SAT., FEB. 12 
FREEWITH BUTTON 
PIN BALL - 3rd Floor Alumni Room 
FRI, FEB. 11 and SAT., FEB. 12 
BETA THETA PI 
Congratulates their new 
officers and give thanks 
to the old ones: 
Pres. - Steve Shenberger 
V. Pres. - Jack Taylor 
Rec. Sec. - Mike Mervis 
Corr. Sec. - Joe Znidarsic 
Treas. - Dan Clark 
Ass. Treas. - Pat Ruddy 
Social Chrmn. - Al Martin 
Pledge Tr. - Chris Ragsdale 
Rush Chrmn. - Scott Dillion 
Pag* •/The M News, lutvley. NWwory «, 1 W»' 
'Everything just fell into place-Haley 
By JACK CARLE 
Sporti Editor 
Take the Bowling Green 
basketball team (3-131 
subtract the month ol 
January (Ml and you get 3- 
5. Not a bad record for a 
team with no seniors and no 
player over 6'6". 
"January just isn't my 
month.'' said coach Pal 
Haley after the opening 
game of February, a 
thrilling 77-75 win over 
Miami. 
Haley   and   the   Falcons 
could have thought of no 
better way to start out a new 
month than beating the 
defending Mid-American 
Conference champs at home 
before 4.244 screaming fans. 
The fans and substitute 
forward Bob Totaling were 
the difference in the game. 
"The crowd came alive 
and so did our team." 
commented Haley. "The 
crowd, lale in the game, 
really helped us." 
"Hotaling. what can you 
say7 I pul him in lo finish the 
first half after (Lei Henson 
got into foul trouble and he 
did the job. He can really 
jump and is really deceptive 
with his shot." Haley 
commented. 
HOTALING was six of 10 
from the field and five of 12 
from the foul line and the 
third leading rebounder for 
BG with seven. 
"Ambidextrous Bob" 
brought the fans to their feet 
with his fade-away jumpers 
with either hand and 
surprised everyone including 
Haley. 
"Hotaling did a fine job 
Hotaling aids upset 
against us   His play was a 
big surprise,"  said  Miami . 
coach Darrell Hedric. 
"Everything fell into 
place, we did nothing 
different." added Haley 
' The difference was that our 
passes were there, we took 
intelligent shots, rebounded 
grtat the first half and the 
job of l Jim l Kindle on iPhili 
Lumpkin was great." 
Lumpkin was the leading 
Redskin scorer averaging 17 
points a game. He hit for 16 
against BG but Kindle kept 
him from getting anymore 
with his sharp defense 
THE FALCONS were cold 
from the field the first half 
hitting only 11 of 40. But. 
good foul shooting and 33 
rebounds kept the game 
close as BG was down only 
33-30 after the first 20 
minutes. 
The second half Bowling 
Green shot 75 per cent from 
the field. 15 of 20. and foul 
shooting late in the contest 
won the game for the 
Falcons 
Five BG players were in 
double figures with 
Hotaling's 17 leading the 
way. Kindle had 15, Brian 
Scanlan, 13, Tony Bell 12 and 
Daynn Badenhop 10. 
BUT AL RUSS'S eight 
second half points including 
three foul shots in the last 43 
seconds of the game made a 
big difference. 
The game was tied 71 all at 
3:05 and Haley called time- 
out and the Falcons came 
out of the double-stack and 
stalled the ball for 1:02 when 
Hotaling made a foul shot to 
put BG ahead 
Miami countered with a 
basket by Darrell Dunlap but 
two foul  shots by Scanlan 
and Russ's final three points 
were enough to win the game 
for Bowling Green. 
The win puts the Falcons 
into the spoiler's role in the 
MAC with four conference 
games left. BG has Western 
Michigan   and   Toledo   at 
home and Kent and Ohio on 
the road. 
With the big win Saturday, 
putting the Falcons back on 
the winning trail. Bowling 
Green could finish the 
season in a big way. 
By KENNY WHITE 
Sports Writer 
The fans were rejoicing, 
(he yelling and cheering was 
restored, the cobwebs in the 
locker room had 
disappeared and the rats and 
roaches were dancing once 
more. 
It was a long time coming, 
but when the final buzzer 
had sounded, the fighting 
Falcons had upset the Miami 
Redskins 77-75 Saturday 
night at "Haley's House of 
Thrills". 
In the joyous locker room, 
there was an unusual 
gathering in front of Bob 
Hotaling's dressing cage 
The many well wishers were 
congratulating Bob for an 
exceptional performance in 
the stunning come-from- 
behind victory. 
Bob, like other players, 
has witnessed 10 straight 
losses sitting on the bench 
and not being able to 
contribute any of his 
services to the struggling 
team. 
THE BIG THIN man had a 
smile from ear to ear and 
was speechless when it came 
to talking about his stellar 
performance against Miami 
Bob was the missing piece to 
the jig-saw puzzle that 
Coach Pat Haley was trying 
to fit into the right place 
during the 10-game losing 
streak 
It all started at 9:35 in the 
first half of action, when Bob 
replaced Le Henson. He 
came in and quickly got a 
taste of the action, as he hit 
a five-foot jump shot on one 
of the Redskins' best 
players. Darrell Dunlap 
Then, like a fable out of 
"Grimm's Fairy Tales." 
Bob finished the first half 
with seven points Coach 
Haley started Hotaling in the 
second half. and. like the old 
saying goes,   "When you're 
hot, you're hot". 
Bob had come back out on 
the floor with more 
confidence in his ability, 
knowing that there was a job 
to be done and that he was 
going to fill the bill. His 
toughest adjustment was 
that he had to guard Dunlap. 
who has to be the quickest 
player in the league. 
Hotaling kept his ground, 
didn't let Dunlap bother him 
mentally, and held the 
Miami sharp shooter to 15 
points. Also, after getting 
the feel ol the game and 
getting his own movement 
down. Bob went on to be the 
top Falcon scorer. Big Bob 
canned a game high 17 points 
for his effort. 
To make things a little 
more roscy. he was the 
leading point getter in the 
whole game Quite an 
accomplishment lor a player 
to come off the bench and 
out score everybody. 
To put the icing on the 
cake. Bob made an artistic 
pass to teammate Al Russ in 
the closing exciting seconds. 
On this pass. Russ was 
fouled and converted the two 
foul shots that put the long 
awaited win the victory 
column for the Falcons. 
AFTER    PRYING    him 
loose (rum his many well 
wishers. Hob calmly 
explained the sudden turn of 
events that put him into the 
star light He gave much 
priority to the fact that 
coach Haley did not give up 
on him while he was in the 
game. That alone gave him 
that much needed 
confidence to go out there 
and play a good game. 
"I waited for my chance, 
kept a good attitude and 
hustled in practice." Bob 
said With all the bad breaks 
that the team has had this 
season, all the members of 
the team who were not 
playing regularly devoted 
their time in working twice 
as hard in practice to help 
get the regulars on the 
winning trail." 
The 6'5 '. 170-pound 
forward has come a long 
way since last year.aHe was. 
the second leading freshman 
scorer with a I fi point 
average and was third in 
rebounding. When you put 
these capabilities along with 
many days of hard work, 
they will surely pay off. 
"The guys helped me a lot 
in practice last week," he 
added. Bob did emphasize 
that, although he got into the 
groove of things, he was glad 
that they did not work the 
ball into Dunlap. 
IN HIS POST-game news 
conference. Haley 
commented on his new found 
star. "He went out there and 
gave us a great effort." he 
said 
Bob really surprised the 
Redskins because he is very 
deceptive, he can really 
jump, he has a good jump 
shot and he can shoot with 
either hand It wasn't long 
before Miami found out 
about Haley's missing link 
Now. with a good game 
under his belt and his 
confidence restored. 
Hotaling will continue his 
role as a reserve for the 
team. He will still work as 
hard as he did in practice 
and keep his glowing 
attitude burning. 
But, as for last weekend, 
the Falcons' upset victory 
will go into the record books 
as just another game For 
Bob Hotaling, it will be 
registered as a personal 
victory in which he 
contributed his athletic 
abilities to the team's win 
And most of all. he truly was 
the man of the hour. 
Do it, Hales 
v^^^nTW^PHW^W •»¥ #™Ti rv4»rV»wvl 
leers notch two wins; 
now prepare for league 
ByFREDR.ORTI.IP 
Assistant Sports Editor 
The Guelph Gryphons, 
minus five regulars because 
of injury or exams, came to 
Bowling Green for a 
weekend of "fun and 
relaxation." but left only 
lost and frustrated 
Having only two regular 
lines to work with. Denny 
Mooncy's club was looking 
to take advantage of a two- 
week league layoff against 
the streaking Falcons 
"This is just a fun 
weekend for us." he said 
after the gaudy. 6-2 loss his 
Falcon   tankers drown Broncos 
ByBOBOBERLE 
The long drought has 
ended for Coach Tom Stubbs 
and the Bowling Green 
tankers After three years 
and 14 defeats against Mid- 
American Conference 
competition, the Falcons put 
the winning combination 
together in downing the 
Broncos of Western 
Michigan. Saturday. 64-49. 
While boosting their 
record to 3-5. two individual 
Falcons posted their best 
times of the season. Co- 
captain Jim Williams posted 
a time of 2:23.7 in the 200- 
yard backstroke while Joe 
Klebowski finished the 50- 
yard freestyle event in 22.3 
seconds. Klebowski also won 
the 100-yard freestyle to be 
the only double winner in 
swimming events on either 
team. 
The Broncos jumped to a 
quick 15-1 lead after the first 
two events, the 400-yard 
medley relay and the 1000- 
yard freestyle. The Falcons 
only point was scored on 
Skip Snable's third place 
finish in the 1000-yard 
freestyle. 
But in the next event. BG's 
Dave Thomas and Steve 
Breithau.pt finished first and 
second in the 200-yard 
freestyle and brought the 
score  to   16-9  in  favor  of 
Western 
A strong showing by 
Western's Kevin McCully 
and a second and third place 
finish by Tom Wolff and 
Williams ol BG in the 200- 
yard individual medley left 
Western ahead 24-19. 
WAYNE    CHESTER'S 
consistently    good    dives 
brought a first (or BG and, 
iut the Falcons ahead 27-25. 
Swimming cooch Tarn Stubbt take* o dip 
himself after his tankers got their first Mid- 
Amerkon Conference win In 14' starts 
against Western Michigan Saturday. The 
swimmers travel to Kent State next 
weekend. 
But the Broncos could not be 
counted out yet. They 
regained the lead four events 
later 45-43 as Gary 
Dombrowski turned in a fine 
performance in the 500-yard 
freestyle event. 
But this was the last time 
Western could hold the lead 
as Williams won the 200-yard 
breaststroke but more 
important was Bill 
Wittenmyer's second place 
finish to give the Falcons a 
51-46 lead Wayne Chester 
again won his diving event 
and built the lead to 57-49. 
At this point with only one 
event left, the 400 >.n<l 
freestyle relay, victory was 
certain because only seven 
points are possible in a relay 
event. But the relay team of 
Wolff, Thomas. Breithaupt. 
and Klebowski added salt to 
the already fresh Western 
wound and victory number 
three was complete as they 
finished six seconds ahead of 
the Broncos 
Next Saturday the tankers 
start a three meet road trip 
at Kent State The following 
Wednesday. February 16. 
they will be at Ashland, 
while Saturday. February 
19. they will take on Miami, 
before returning home 
February 25 against Oakland 
to close out their dual meet 
season. 
team suffered Friday at the 
Ice Arena "Sure, we wanted 
to beat you. but what the 
hell, the fame means more 
to you than us We don't oven 
have our whole team here 
IT WAS a joke-cracking, 
back-slapping bunch of 
Gryphons laughing it up 
afterwards "That was one 
of the most enjoyable games 
I've ever played.'' said Ken 
Lockett. the standout 
goal tender the pros are 
taking a hard look at 
"Maybe you should try me 
at forward tomorrow, 
coach.'' he cracked, 
swooping his big goalie stick 
outward It was the same 
Locketl who had picked up 
slashing and hooking 
penalties earlier, somewhat 
of a rarity for a net minder. 
But (iuelph's joculur 
attitude was a study in 
contrast after Saturday 
afternoon's 5-4 squeaker in 
overtime 
THE CLUB was angrily- 
rehashing the alleged 
incompetence ol referees 
John McGonigal and Bill 
Purcell They just weren't 
too good." said Mooney. 
shaking his head "I guess 
that's the way it usually is 
when you lose." 
For once, someone besides 
BG was complaining about 
Purcell. 
This lime the Falcons 
were enjoying a pair of wins, 
their fifth and sixth in a fow 
They'll take their 18-7 
overall record into CCHA 
play against Ohio U. this 
weekend at the Ice Arena. 
Lighlening-quick Mike 
Bartley turned in one of the 
most productive weekends in 
history for Bowling Green, 
spanking in four goals and 
accounting for five assists. 
In the process, he shattered 
his team goal scoring mark 
of 22. and took over the club 
scoring leadership from 
Chuck Gyles. 
On the season, he has 25 
goals and 25 assists for 50 
points Bartley needs only 
three points, with eight 
games remaining to snap 
Gerry    Bradbury's   season 
mark of 52 points. 
"He's a great, great 
player and fantastic- 
person," said Mooney. who 
coached in the same league 
Mike played in before he 
came lo BG When I heard 
he was coming here. 1 knew 
he'd set this place on fire." 
It was Bartley and 
linemate Ron Wise leading 
the Falcons in Friday's 6-2 
win Bartley had two goals, 
four points and Wise had two 
goals, three points. Terry 
Miskolczi had a relatively 
easy evening, stopping 28 of 
30 Guelph slaps 
Saturday afternoon BG 
came back from a 3-4 deficit 
with a single goal in the third 
period, then got a point blank 
tally from Bradbury at 3:21 
of the sudden victory 
overtime to sweep the 
series. It was Bartley who 
fed him the pass from the 
corner. 
IT'S BEEN somewhat of a 
frustrating season for 
Bradbury, although he's 
recorded 14 goals, 40 points. 
"He's had some bad luck 
around the net. 1 guess." 
said Bartley. "But he's been 
playing a lot better recently. 
"I think he realizes we're 
getting into some key 
games, and he's going to 
huve lo score some goals to 
make up for (Gordl 
McCosh's absence." he said. 
After five straight non- 
league battles against 
meager competition, the 
overtime win Saturday was 
perhaps what the Falcons 
needed to key them for their 
next six outings-all CCHA 
variety. 
THEY'LL need a couple of 
wins over OU's Bobcats this 
weekend to regain the league 
lead that St Louis 
recaptured last weekend by 
zapping the same team. 
"Maybe it's a good thing 
we've got OU this weekend," 
said Bartley. "Maybe we'll 
be able to score a few more 
goals to get our confidence 
back for Ohio State and St. 
Louis." 
Penix leads alumni 
to shootout win 
By KENNY WHITE 
Sports Writer 
It was another one of those games for the Bowling Green 
freshman basketball team, as it lost a 113-97 shoot out to a 
star-studded alumni squad Saturday night 
After an impressive comeback victory over Cleveland 
State last Monday, the yearlings found the going rough in the 
early stages against the alums. 
Coach Ivory Suesberry kept his starting five in through 
much of the game to help keep them in condition for the 
upcoming games with Toledo and Western Michigan His 
"Merry Men" now have a week and a half off to get back on 
the winning trail 
Former Falcon great Jim Penix led the alumni in scoring 
with a 29-point effort. He was instrumental in shooting his 
long corner shots all night. 
RICH WALKER thrilled the crowd with his show-boating 
antics and canned 20 markers for the old men. 
Walker left the BG scene just last year after having a 
great season He was drafted by the Cleveland Cavaliers, but 
he went out for the Indiana Pacers. 
A good rookie prospect who has a lot of court knowledge. 
Walker survived the Pacer's team until the last cut was 
made 
Other top scorers for the fighting alumni were Joe Hender- 
son with 16 points and Jim Connally and Dick Rudgers each 
with 12 points. Tom Baker and Sid Rodeheffer scored 10 
points respectively in the winning cause 
JEFF MONTGOMERY led the frosh scorers by ripping 29 
points "Monk" was matched up against Walker and had a 
long night against the former BG great 
Dick Selgo was hot right from the tip-off. and hit 22 
markers in the contest Skip Howard, who is improving with 
every outing, hit 21 points. The big pivot man had an excel- 
lent night as he held Connally below his scoring average. 
Cornelius "The Magician" Cash 's. new batch of ball 
magic was late in getting to the arena The big forward was 
cold all night as he scored 12 points and pulled down 15 
rebounds 
Ron Weber also had an off game as he hit for seven points 
in the losing cause. Dave Turner came off the bench and got 
six points 
"The players just were not up for this game." Suesberry 
said It seemed that all the frosh were thinking about was 
their rematch with the two teams (Toledo and Western 
Michigan i that have beaten them. 
Now during a break from a grinding schedule. Coach Sues- 
berry will hopefully get all his injured well and work hard in 
the coming practices to end the season without a loss 
But as for last weekend, it was just one of those games for 
which the team had to show up No real significance, but a 
way to get the team in the right frame of mind 
Grapplers blast 2 
foes off the mats 
By JEFF MAYS 
Sports Writer 
It was a winter festival 
weekend at Bowling Green 
and the Falcon wrestlers 
provided the fireworks as 
they blasted two opponents 
off the mats Saturday 
Rolling up 16 individual 
victories, the matmen 
surprised a tough Eastern 
Michigan team. 24-13. and 
overwhelmed Huntington 
College (Ind.l, 54-0. to up 
their season record to 4-5. 
sporrs 
The two victories kept the 
Falcon hopes alive for their 
18th consecutive non-losing 
season, and as coach Bruce 
Bellard said. "Maybe a 
winning season is not out of 
the question." 
DAVE NIESET, a 177- 
pound treshman. led the 
grapplers with pins in both 
meets Al Womack (126), 
Steve Taylor (1581 and Jerry 
Norbo (HVYl were also 
double winners for BG as 
they lost only four matches 
all day. 
"There's no comparison 
with the way we wrestled 
today and the way we 
wrestled last week." Bellard 
said, referring to last week's 
losses to Central Michigan 
and Northern Illinois. 
"We wrestled much better 
and we seemed more 
determined." he added. 
Although he did not totally 
disregard the 54 point 
victory margin over 
Huntington. it was the 
Eastern victory that caused 
Bellard to be optimistic 
about the team's chances for 
a winning season 
HUNTINGTON is in its 
first year of varsity 
competition, but Eastern is 
always tough. 
"They're not as tough as 
last year when they beat us, 
29-5. but they're one of the 
tougher teams we face all 
season." Bellard 
commented. 
Eastern came back in the 
third match to smother 
Huntington, 50-6. 
The grapplers travel to 
Kent Saturday where they 
hope to bring their season 
record to the .500 mark for 
the first time this season. 
"It should be a real even 
meet." Bellard said. "We're 
finally in good physical 
condition, and that will help 
us." 
After. Kent. BG journeys 
to Adrian College and 
Western Michigan before the 
Mid-American conference 
meet on Feb. 25-26 at Toledo. 
